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Summary

The vacuum vessel for PDX is designed to
meet the three goals of large volume, simpli-
city and accessability. A shell of one half
inch thick welded 305 stainless steel meets
thesa requirements. The geometry of the tank
is that of a stretched torus having a cross
sectional shape of a race track. Access to
the inside of the tank is available through
man sized ports, removal of top or bottom or
separation of the vessel into halves by a
joint in the vertical plane. Evacuation is
accomplished by either mercury diffusion
pumps, backed by rotary mechanical pumps or
liquid Helium Cryo pumping in conjunction
with turbomolecular pumps.. Both systems are
being evaluated.

Introduction

The approach used in design of this
vacuum vessel was quite conservative, omit-
ting any features that could cause technical
problems in analysis, fabrication or use.
The PDX machine is intended as an experimen-
tal tool with great flexability, able to ac-
commodate many configurations over its life
time. Durability of the kind needed to with-
stand the many possible modifications, elim-
inated consideration of delicate, time .con-
suming, low reliability schemes that might be
used in optimising a system.

Instead, a simple tank of stainless steel
plate was designed. Well established state-
of the art fabrication methods were used find-
ing difficulty only in spinning the very
large top and bottom heads.

Vessel •

The specifications for the vessel are
as follows:

1) Material to have high electrical re-
sistivity (to suppress eddy currents)

2) Access flanges for insertion of
field coils *

height 120 inches, outer cylinder dia
173% inches, inner cylinder diameter:
inches. The volume of the vessel is \
mately 40,000 liters, and the interna
face area 40 square meters. The eros
tion of vessel is a race track with t
and bottom semi circles. The cross s
v/as dictated by the location of poloj
field coils and ease of machining fis
(to be discussed later).

The vacuum seals will be made us
tangular cross section Viton A mater:
flanges will be double grooved for t\
kets with pump out provided between i
kets. Figure 2, shows the cross secti
the top and bottom flange and ths vei
insulated flange. The intersection
seals is a "\- immed" gasket technique
for many yeart. on cyclotrors.

Ports

The diagnostic and access ports!
conventional design using metal seall
of the ports are of a size to accept^
ment used on other devices at PPPL. -i
ports are large enough to allow a pa
enter the tank without removal of oil
the port covers.

There are currently a total of
of the following type:

4 Neutral Injection 18"x30f;

4 Pumping 16" Dia

4 Hybrid Heating

1 Manhole 14"x20^

37 Misc. Diagnostic

The choice of metal gaskets refi
past laboratory practices and as not|
mits use of many existing probes anc
Primary gaskets closing the vessel a]
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Sectional shape of a race track. Access to
the inside of the tank is available through
Ran sized ports, removal of top or bottom or
separation of the vessel into halves by a
Joint in the vertical plane. Evacuation is
lccomplished by either mercury diffusion
sumps, backed by rotary mechanical pumps or
Liquid Helium Cryo pumping in conjunction
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seing evaluated.

Introduction

The approach used in design of this
iyacuum vessel was quite conservative, omit-
ting any features that could cause technical
problems in analysis, fabrication or use.
|The PDX machine is intended as an experimen-
tal tool with great flexability, able to ac-
commodate many configurations over its life
time. Durability of the kind needed to with-
|stand the many possible modifications, elim-
inated consideration of delicate, time con-
suming, low reliability schemes that might be
iused in optimising a system.

Instead, a simple tank of stainless steel
•plate was designed. Well established state-
of the art fabrication methods were used find-
ing difficulty only in spinning the very
large top and bottom heads.

Vessel •

The specifications for the vessel are
as follows:

1) Material to have high electrical re-
sistivity (to suppress eddy currents)

2) Access flanges for insertion of
poloidal field coils.

3) Azimuthal electric break in order
to permit induction of plasma cur-
rent by ohmic heating winding.

4) Structural integrity for atmospheric
loading and poloidal field coil
forces.

Two systems for meeting those require-
ments were considered. First, a shell of
electrically insulating material (such as
epoxy-glass) with a thin metallic liner. Se-
cond, a stainless steel tank flanged to per-
mit an elastomer gasket and ceramic spacers
to affect an electric break. The later sys-
tem was agreed upon and is shown in Figure 1.
The dimensions of the vessel are overall

height 120 inches, outer cylinder diamet«
173% inches, inner cylinder diameter 55*j
inches. The volume of the vessel is apprj
mately 40,000 liters, and the internal si
face area 40 square meters. The cross s«
tion of vessel is a race track with the
and bottom semi circles. The cross sect!
was dictated by the location of poloidalf
field coils and ease of machining flang«
(to be discussed later).

The vacuum seals will be made usin<
tangular cross rection Viton A material,
flanges will be double grooved for two
kets with pump out provided between the
kets. Figure 2i shows the cross section
the top and bottom flange and the verti^
insulated flange. The intersection of
seals is a "trimmed" gasket technique uuj
for many years on cyclotrons.

Ports

The diagnostic and access ports ai
conventional design using metal seals,
of the ports are of a size to accept
ment used on other devices at PPPL. Fj
ports are large enough to allow a pers
enter the tank without removal of othel
the port covers.

There are currently a total of 50
of the following types

4 Neutral Injection 18"x30"

4 Pumping 16" Dia.

4 Hybrid Heating 14VX14"

1 Manhole 14"x20"

37 Misc. Diagnostic

The choice of metal gaskets refi«
past laboratory practices and as not4
mits use of many existing probes and
Primary gaskets closing the vessel ar|
tomers so the use of metal seals on
not a vacuum necessity but a practice
sideration.

Machine Tools

In anticipation of this vacuum
rication, several shops were contacte
possible use in machining of these lai
parts. After establishing capability;
next problem in all cases was scheduli
is so valuable on these large machine
we would have had to tailor our work
availability. The scheduled'delivery
would not permit this approach.
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and bottom semi circles. The cross section
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field coils and ease of machining flanges
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The vacuum seals will be made using rec-
tangular cross section Viton A material. The
flanges will be double grooved for two gas-
kets with pump out provided between the gas-
kets. Figure 2. shows the cross section of
the top and bottom flange and the vertical
insulated flange. The intersection of the
seals is a "trimraed" gasket technique used
for many years on cyclotrons. 3
Ports

The diagnostic and access ports are of
conventional design using metal seals. Many
of the ports are of a size to accept equip-
ment used on other devices at PPPL. Five
ports are large enough to allow a person to
enter the tank without removal of other than
the port covers.

Ther." are currently a total of 50 ports
of the following type:

4 Neutral Injection 18"x30r'

4 Pumping 16" Dia.

4 Hybrid Heating 14*s"xl4"
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inches. The volume of the vessel is approxi-
mately 40,000 liters, and the internal sut-
face area 40 square meters. The cross sec-
tion of vessel is a race track with the top
and bottom semi circles. The cross section
was dictated by the location of poloidal
field coils and ease of machining flanges
(to be discussed later).

The vacuum seals will be made using rec-
tangular cross section Viton A material. The
flanges will be double grooved for two gas-
kets with pump out provided between the gas-
kets. Figure 2> shows the cross section of
the top and bottom flange and the vertical
insulated flange. The intersection of the
seals is a "trimmed" gasket technique used
for many years on cyclotrons.

Ports

The diagnostic and access ports are of
conventional design using metal seals. Many
of the ports are of a size to accept equip-
ment used on other devices at PPPL. Five
ports are large enough to allow a person to
enter the tank without removal of other than
the port covers.

There are currently a total of 50 ports
of the following type:

4 Neutral Injection 18"x30"

4 Pumping 16" Dia.

4 Hybrid Heating 14V'xl4"

1 Manhole 14"x20"

37 Misc. Diagnostic

The choice of metal gaskets reflects
past laboratory practices and as noted, per-
mits use of many existing probes and devices.
Primary gaskets closing the vessel are elas-
tomers so the use of metal seals on ports is
not a vacuum necessity but a practical con-
sideration.

Machine Tools

In anticipation of this vacuum tank fab-
rication, several shops were contacted for
possible use in machining of these large
parts. After establishing capability, the
next problem in all cases was schedule. Time
is so valuable on these large machines that
we would have had to tailor our work to their
availability. The scheduled'delivery time
would not permit this approach.
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Our next try was to see if machinery was
available on government surplus that could do
the job. Working through DIPEC (Defense
Industrial Plant Equipment Center) we locat-
ed a vertical boring mill capable of turning
a twenJ./-five foot diameter and a milling
machine with a spindle having three axis mo-
tion. This combination allows the turning
of the tank flanges and machining of the ports
all on the boring mill table.

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show assem-
bly of the twenty-five foot Sellers Boring
Mill. Figure 9 shows this mill in operation.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the seven inch
spindle G&L Milling Machine in its assembled
condition. For machining of the ports, the
milling machine will be positioned on the
boring mill footing front appendage.

Fabrication

Major elements of the tank are:

1. Outer rolled cylinder

2. Inner rolled cylinder

3. Top end bottom spun heads (identical)

4. Rolled ring flanges

5. Built-up port walls and flanges

Rolling of the inner and outer cylinders
was a simple and inexpensive task done by a
local tank fabricator. Machining for weld
preparation and trueing of the surfaces was
done in the Sellers boring mill. The cylin-
ders are shown in Figure 13.

Tha flanges were made of Nitronic 32 in
the form of 3 x 3 inch rolled bar stock.
These bars were rolled to half circles, and
welded to the cylinders and heads.

Spinning of the heads presented the
greatest challenge in fabricating the tank.
Other schemes such as stamping, welding cones,
machining from forgings were considered but
each had undesirable features causing them
to be dropped.

The Torngren division of Standex Corpor-
ation had equipment capable of doing work
this size and expressed interest in making
the two spinnings n- We contracted for their
services.

Each half torus shell was spun as two
parts. These two parts were then joined by
a closing weld. Figure 14 shows the inner
and outer spinnings in the joined position.
Figure 15 shows the blank used for the outer

Machining of the flam
straight forward. An earl;
the top and bottom heads s;
fied the machining. By ha1

half circles and mounting i
the other, the seal groovei
circle. These pieces then
the cylindrical portions t]
straight seal grooves. In
tour milling to close tole]

Closure of the two ho:
and bottom heads) and the <
is made by 3/8 inch bolts I
center.

Conclusioi

The design objectives
durability and accessabili
straight forward fabricate
techniques. The only diffj
tered were in dealing with!
pieces. This vessel is exj
trouble free, through many
operating regimes.
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of the tank flanges and machining of the ports
all on the boring mill table.

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show assem-
bly of the twenty-five foot Sellers Boring
Mill. Figure 9 shows this mill in operation.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the seven inch
spindle G&L Milling Machine in its assembled
condition. For machining of the ports, the
milling machine will be positioned on the
boring mill footing front appendage.

Fabrication

Major elements of the tank are:

1. Outer rolled cylinder

2. Inner rolled cylinder

3. Top end bottom spun heads (identical)

4. Rolled ring flanges

5. Built-up port walls and flanges

Rolling of the inner and outer cylinders
was a simple and inexpensive task done by a
local tank fabricator. Machining for weld
preparation and trueing of the surfaces was
done in the Sellers boring mill. The cylin-
ders are shown in Figure 13.

The flanges were made of Nitronic 32 in
the form of 3 x 3 inch rolled bar stock.
These bars were rolled to half circles, and
welded to the cylinders and heads.

Spinning of the heads presented the
greatest challenge in fabricating the tank.
Other schemes such as stamping, welding cones,
machining from forgings were considered but
each had undesirable features causing them
to be dropped.

The lorngren division of Standex Corpor-
ation had equipment capable of doing work
this size and expressed interest in making
the two spinnings." We contracted for their
services.

Each half torus shell was spun as two
parts. These two parts were then joined by
a closing weld. Figure 14 shows the inner
and outer spinnings in the joined position.
Figure 15 shows the blank used for the outer
portion prior to mounting and spinning opera-
tions of the outer portion of the shell. The
inner portion was spun from a blank rolled
and v/elded into a cone. Spinning of the tor-
us parts is shown in Figures 16, 17, 18 and
19. Each of these pieces were annealed at
progressive steps in the forming. The outer .
required five anneals and the inner, two.
Each anneal meant removal from the lathe and
transport to a near-by furnace. Installation
of a furnace capable of receiving this piece
was made by Torngren prior to spinning. The
furnace is shown in Figure 20.

tour milling to close tolerance,

Closure of the two horizontal jo
and bottom heads) and the one azimuth
is made by 3/8 inch bolts spaced on f
center.

Conclusion
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Machining of the flanges and ports is
straight forward. An early decision to make
the top and bottom heads symmetrical, simpli-
fied the machining. By having these heads
half circles and mounting one half on top of
the other, the seal grooves could be cut as a
circle. These pieces then are assembled to
the cylindrical portions that have only
straight seal grooves. In this way, no con-
tour milling to close tolerance, was required-

Closure of the two horizontal joints (top
and bottom heads) and the one azimuthal joint
is made by 3/8 inch bolts spaced on four inch
center.

Conclusion

The design objectives of simplicity,
durability and accessability have been met by
straight forward fabrication and machining
techniques. The only difficult areas encoun-
tered were in dealing with the large size
pieces. This vessel is expected to function,
•trouble free, through many configuration and
operating regimes..
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